10 Features of Fidelity Active Trader Pro®

1. Explore a range of trading capabilities
   • Single trade ticket for stocks, options, ETFs and mutual funds using smart menus that dynamically populate fields for quick order entry
   • Multi-trade ticket to store and stage up to 50 orders – place one at a time or all at once
   • Directed trade ticket for Equities and Options to view market depth and streaming time and sales information, and access advanced order types and algorithms
   • Trade Armor™ innovatively integrates the trading workflow with intuitive drag & drop order and alert entry/management with Chart, News and realized and unrealized gain/loss positional information
   • Conditional Orders to set order triggers for stocks and options based on the price movement of stocks, indices, or options contracts

2. Quickly identify entry and exit points using advanced interactive charting
   • With one click, view advanced technical analysis, including support and resistance, stops, classic patterns, events, anticipated events, and Elliott Wave analysis*
   • Over 60 indicators and advanced studies
   • Tabbed charts allow for up to ten custom combinations of time, frequency, and indicators
3. Test your theories with the probability calculator
   • Use the probability calculator to determine the probability of an underlying equity or index trading above, below, or between certain price targets on a specified date.

4. Use advanced tools for option trading
   • Streaming option chain features visual volume, open interest histograms and ex-dividend and earnings indicator, profit and loss analysis, call/put ratios and time decay charts.
   • Option analytics provide insight into key statistics and trading activity, along with a robust probability and profit/loss calculator.
   • Multi-leg option ticket makes it quick and easy to build and trade your strategies.

5. See the concentration of a position across all your accounts
   • View concentration of a particular security across all accounts, or quickly sell all shares of a position using the Find Position in All Accounts tool.
6. Generate trade ideas and spot trends with Filters
   • Find intraday trading opportunities and gain insight into which aspect of the market may be driving price movement or volume using our enhanced streaming filters tool
   • Includes pre-built market, technical and option filters

7. Trade more efficiently with Active Trader Pro shortcuts
   • Pre-fill trade tickets by selecting the Bid or Ask price from a range of tools including Quotes, Watch List, Positions, Filters and Option Chain
   • Double-click on a position symbol to update views on linked tools such as quote, chart, and news. Link up to 5 different sets of tools.
   • Powerful right click and action menus let you quickly access tools or pre-fill a trade ticket

8. Make it your own
   • Set up the platform how you want it by choosing from an array of settings: skip trade preview, set trade ticket defaults, select your background color theme, set your font size, choose the fields you want to see on individual tools, and more
   • Create a custom layout to view multiple tools in one single view, or use one of our 9 pre-set desktop layouts to get started
9. Access Active Trader Pro from either a PC or Mac

10. Take advantage of Fidelity’s Learning Center to quickly get started and continue learning
- View video tutorials, recorded webinars, or attend Next Generation live webinars to get started
- And when you’re ready, go more in-depth with advanced tutorials designed to help you make the most of our Active Trader Pro platforms

Active Trader Pro® is automatically made available to customers trading 36 times or more in a rolling 12-month period. If you do not meet the eligibility criteria, please contact Active Trader Services at 1-800-564-0211 to request access.

Options trading entails significant risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Certain complex options strategies carry additional risk. Before trading options, please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options. Supporting documentation for any claims, if applicable, will be furnished upon request.

There are additional costs associated with option strategies that call for multiple purchases and sales of options, such as spreads, straddles, and collars, as compared with a single option trade.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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